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High performance and excellence in Hydraulic and 

mechanical presses. 

HIDROGARNE  has  a  business  career  that  began  in  1987  with  the  manufacture  of  machines  solely  for  the 

Spanish market, successively we went extending through different European countries and we are currently 

expor*ng our hydraulic presses to more than 20 countries around the world. 

It guarantees an experience of more than 33 years of innova*on, quality and commitment to our customers. 

The con*nuous progress during all these years places us as leaders in the manufacture of hydraulic presses. 

In  our  new  stage  we  have  agreed  to  a  technical-commercial  and  engineering  collabora*on  with  one  of  the 

most pres*gious manufacturers in Europe in the manufacture of eccentric presses. They are specialized for 50 

years in the manufacture of mechanical presses, automa*c lines and high-performance transfer systems. 

Convinced of the quality of our hydraulic presses, we have extended the manufacturing guarantee to a period 

of two years. 

All our range of mechanical presses is designed and manufactured en*rely at Europe. 

We  are  specialized  in  the  manufacture  of  mechanical  presses  with  capaci*es,  measurements  and  technical

characteris*cs adapted to every customer needs. 



The PE series mechanical presses are suitable for a wide variety of applica*ons to industries that perform 

punching, stamping, cu6ng and deep drawing works. 

They  are  made  of  S355JR  steel,  stabilized,  and  mechanized  at  the  end  of  the  welding  process  to  ensure  a  perfect 

parallelism and precision. Calculated and designed with finite element so9ware. With all this, we always guarantee our 

high standards of precision and quality. 

The rod is built of high-strength forged steel and high-performance alloy bushings. 

To guarantee perfect maintenance and opera*on, all our range is equipped with centralized automa*c lubrica*on with 

a programmable progressive system. 

OVERLOAD AND COMPENSATION 

An overload protec*on unit is installed to protect machine components and installed tools. A safety valve discharges the 

oil from the chamber when for any reason the reached set value is higher than the nominal load. 

For an effec*ve balance of the slide and the dies, the compensa*on is by means of two pneuma*c cylinders. 

PNEUMATIC CLUTCH & BRAKE COMBINATION 

The clutch-brake is electropneuma*c, equipped with a double safety body solenoid valve and crossflow. 

The pneuma*c system includes a compensa*on tank, a regulator-lubricator filter, a control pressure switch, and a safety 

valve. 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND SAFETY 

The control panel features a switch enabling the user to select the desired type of work in manual, semi-automa*c or 

automa*c  posi*on.  Electrical  and  hydraulic  manoeuvres  are  redundant  and  self-controlled.  They  incorporate  an 

addi*onal PLC for manoeuvre and safety. 

Opera*on is carried out by low voltage two-hand push bu=on and electric pedal. 

Safety is guaranteed using lateral opening protec*ons with level IV safety light curtains placed on the sides of the work 

area. 

It meets and sa*sfies all the essen*al health and safety requirements in accordance with the CE standard. 

The PE Series range of mechanical presses is divided into three models: 

PE MODEL:  Available with a power of 30 and 40 Tn. 

The  transmission  between  the  drive  sha9  and  the  eccentric  sha9  is  by  means  of  a  direct  flywheel,  there  are  no 

intermediate  reduc*ons  between  the  drive  sha9  and  the  eccentric  sha9,  this  system  allows  us  higher  speeds  and 

produc*ons. The slide is made of welded and stabilized steel with 4 ground prisma*c guides. 

PE-4 MODEL: Available with a power from 40 to 315 Tn. 

The transmission between the motor sha9 and the eccentric sha9 is by means of a gearbox with ground gears, this system 

allows us to work with a high tonnage at rela*vely low nominal speeds. 

The slide is made of welded and stabilized steel with 4 ground prisma*c guides. It incorporates a base for the recovery 

of the excess oil from the lubrica*on. 

Models from 160 to 315 Tn. have automa*c ram adjustment. 

PE-6 MODEL: Available with a power from 125 to 315 Tn.  

The transmission between the motor sha9 and the eccentric sha9 is by means of a gearbox with ground gears, this system 

allows us to work with a high tonnage at rela*vely low nominal speeds. 

The slide is made of welded and stabilized steel with 6 ground prisma*c guides. 

It incorporates a base for the recovery of the excess oil from the lubrica*on. Automa*c ram adjustment.  

PE SERIES 

COMPLETE  PRODUCTION  LINES 

On request we have complete power lines, peripherals, and turnkey project 

solu�ons available 



PE / PE-4  Series
C type 4 guided ram mechanical presses





PE-6 Series
C type 6 guided ram mechanical presses





The double stanchion presses PM series are suitable for a wide variety of applica*ons to industries such as automo*ve, 

aerospace, rail and many more related to metal forming. 

They  are  double  reduc*on  presses,  with  one  or  two  connec*ng  rods.  They  are  made  of  S355JR  steel,  stabilized  and 

machined at the end of the welding process to guarantee perfect parallelism and precision. Calculated and designed with 

finite element so9ware. With all this, we always guarantee our high standards of precision and quality. 

The rod is built of high-strength forged steel and high-performance alloy bushings. 

To guarantee a perfect maintenance and opera*on, all our range is equipped with centralized automa*c lubrica*on with 

a programmable progressive system. 

Designed with a complex system of eccentric gears with opposite rota*on that allows a double reduc*on in speed and 

long strokes. High energy is also obtained at very low nominal speeds, suitable for drawing opera*ons. 

The dimensions of the heights of the prisma*c and sliding guides are to offer maximum rigidity facing the high demands, 

limi*ng the deforma*on of the work surfaces to minimum values. 

OVERLOAD AND COMPENSATION 

An overload protec*on unit is installed to protect machine components and installed tools. A safety valve discharges the 

oil from the chamber when for any reason the reached set value is higher than the nominal load. 

For an effec*ve balance of the slide and the dies, the compensa*on is by means of two pneuma*c cylinders. 

PNEUMATIC CLUTCH & BRAKE COMBINATION 

The clutch-brake is electropneuma*c, equipped with a double safety body solenoid valve and crossflow. 

The pneuma*c system includes a compensa*on tank, a regulator-lubricator filter, a control pressure switch, and a safety 

valve. 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND SAFETY 

The control panel features a switch enabling the user to select the desired type of work in manual, semi-automa*c  or 

automa*c posi*on. Electrical  and hydraulic manoeuvres are redundant and self-controlled. They incorporate an 

addi*onal PLC for manoeuvre and safety.

Opera*on is carried out by low voltage two-hand push bu=on and electric pedal. 

Safety is guaranteed using lateral opening protec*ons with level IV safety light curtains placed on the sides of the work 

area. 

It meets and sa*sfies all the essen*al health and safety requirements in accordance with the CE standard. 

The PM Series range of mechanical presses is divided into four models:

PMF MODEL: Available with a power from 100 to 400 Tn. The slide is with 6 prisma*c guides. They are double reduc*on 

with one connec*ng rod and fixed stroke.    

PMV MODEL:  Available with a power from 100 to 400 Tn. The slide is with 6 prisma*c guides. They are double reduc*on 

with one connec*ng rod and variable stroke.    

PMF2 MODEL: Available with a power from 300 to 630 Tn. The slide is with 6 prisma*c guides. They are double reduc*on 

with double connec*ng rod and fixed stroke.    

PMF 2L MODEL: Available with a power from 300 to 630 Tn. The slide is with 6 prisma*c guides. They are double reduc*on 

with double connec*ng rod and fixed stroke and large dimension tables.   

PM SERIES 

COMPLETE  PRODUCTION  LINES 

On request we have complete power lines, peripherals, and turnkey project 

solu�ons available. 



PMF Series
H type one point mechanical presses





PMV Series
H type one point mechanical presses variable stroke





PMF 2 / PMF 2L  Series
H type two point mechanical presses fixed stroke
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